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Newsletter
WELCOME
Tuesday marked twelve months since the first national ‘lockdown’ was
imposed in the UK. The last year has been extremely difficult for us all,
however talking to many of you it is clear how well the profession has
adapted to the challenges we have faced.
At the start of the pandemic, we released our Coronavirus Supplementary
Audit Programme which we updated earlier this week. The new programme
contains additional guidance on testing of furlough grants. Member firms can
access the audit programme here and we would encourage you to use it on
all audit assignments. The programme will be discussed in upcoming Quarter
2 CPD updates and please remember that our Quarter 3, 2020 Update
remains our definitive overview of the financial reporting implications of the
pandemic. A recording of this is available to purchase or can be provided free
of charge to firms who take Quarterly Updates in house.
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As with all organisations, the pandemic has changed the way we at HAT work
and although we are all keen to recommence more visits to firms and face
to face training as soon as possible we will continue to provide live online
and recorded on demand training where appropriate. As part of this I am
delighted that we have prepared a four module on demand Introduction
to the HAT Audit Methodology Course. Written for experienced staff using
the HAT system for the first time, this course can also act as a refresher
for existing team members. It is available free of charge for all member
firms from the members’ area of our website, which also contains our
comprehensively updated ‘Mann of Moorgate’ example working papers
file. The course also includes links to new training material prepared by
CaseWare for users of our methodology on their platform.

Technical

Given the Government’s current roadmap we have taken the decision to
run all our public CPD and Career Development courses online until 30 June.
For those of you studying for exams, a similar approach has been adopted
by Kaplan. Both we and Kaplan hope to recommence face to face training
from the summer, although this is of course dependent on Government
guidance at that time. This means that for our core ‘C’ (Practical Audit) and
‘D’ (Seniors) courses we are providing the option of an online course during
the first half of the year and aim to provide a face-to-face version during the
second half. If you have any questions on this, please contact me.
One course running online this spring is our popular Managers’ Course. This
discussive course is aimed at all managers in general practice who need to
acquire or refresh key non-technical skills to be successful in their role and
will consider the challenges that managers face in the current environment.
If you are interested in attending, please email hat@hatgroup.co.uk.
Although we have received several applications, we are still seeking a new
technical and training advisor to work with our member firms. Applicants
need to have a strong audit and financial reporting background at manager
or supervisor level and excellent communication skills. This varied role will
include presenting our Quarterly Updates as well as conducting file reviews
and working on our technical helpline. If you know of anyone who may be
interested, please contact me in confidence.
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TECHNICAL UPDATE
COMPANY LAW
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE DISCLOSURES FOR LARGE PRIVATE COMPANIES
The Financial Reporting Council (“FRC”) has advised that Sir James Wates, Chairman of the Coalition group which introduced
the Wates Principles for large private companies has issued an article which provides some insight into reporting against the
Principles. Some companies are demonstrating a broad spectrum of approaches and are producing reports that are both
accessible and comprehensive.
It names a number of companies that have embraced the spirit of the Principles and reported in many ways that offer an insight
into the governance of each company. During 2021, the FRC will be undertaking research to obtain an evidence base and
promote good practice reporting.

AMENDED LLP LEGISLATION
The European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation and Limited Liability Partnerships etc. (Revocations and Amendments) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2021 (SI 2021 / 153) have been enacted. The Explanatory Note highlights that the amendments relating to LLPs are
as follows:
“Part 3 of these Regulations makes amendments to the Limited Liability Partnerships (Accounts and Audit) (Application of
Companies Act 2006) Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008 / 1911). These are amendments in consequence of the introduction of the
requirement for Limited Liability Partnerships to produce a strategic report. This requirement was introduced for Limited Liability
Partnerships in the Statutory Auditors Regulations 2017 (S.I. 2017 / 1164).”
Note that the requirement for an LLP to prepare a strategic report (and the for the auditor to provide additional opinions) only
extends to a traded LLP or a banking LLP.

ENHANCEMENTS TO AUDIT / CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN THE UK:
The Department for Business, Enterprise and Industrial Strategy (“BEIS”) has released a White Paper setting out proposals to
strengthen the UK’s framework for major companies and the way they are audited, accompanied by the following summary:
“The proposals set out how:
» Companies should report on their governance and finances;
» Reports should be audited;
» Audit and the audit market should change; and
» These should be overseen by a new regulator.
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The objectives of these reforms are to:
» Restore public trust in the way that the UK’s largest companies are run and scrutinised;
» Ensure that the UK’s most significant corporate entities are governed responsibly;
» Empower investors, creditors, workers, and other stakeholders by giving them access to reliable and meaningful information
on a company’s performance; and
» Keep the UK’s legal frameworks for major businesses at the forefront of international best practice.”
Introduction of requirements will happen over a period of time, with these being separately driven by the FRC and Government ~
as such, a summary of the underlying requirements will be provided as and when individual consultation drafts are released. The
BEIS consultation, however, closes on 8 July 2021.

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
PROPOSED EXTENSION FOR COVID-RELATED RENT CONCESSIONS IN FINANCIAL
REPORTING
The International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) published its Covid-19 rent concessions (Proposed amendment to IFRS
16). The IASB’s comment deadline was 25 February 2021.
The 2020 amendment to IFRS 16 provided lessees with relief in the form of an optional exemption from assessing whether a rent
concession related to COVID-19, and that meets certain conditions, is a lease modification, with lessees being able to elect to
account for qualifying rent concessions in the same way as they would if they were not lease modifications. That amendment
only applies to payments originally due on or before 30 June 2021, with the proposed narrow-scope amendment aiming to
extend the qualifying payment date of that practical expedient from 30 June 2021 to 30 June 2022.
Separately, the UK Endorsement Board secretariat provided feedback to the exposure draft consultation and expect to
commence endorsement and adoption processes shortly thereafter.

FRS 102 PERIODIC REVIEW
The FRC is commencing its next Periodic Review of FRS 102, and has launched this with a Press Release which states:
“UK and Ireland accounting standards are subject to periodic reviews, at least every five years, to ensure they remain up-to-date
and continue to require high-quality and cost-effective financial reporting from entities within their scope.
The FRC is starting the next periodic review of FRS 102 (and other UK and Ireland accounting standards).
Part of this process is seeking views from stakeholders on areas that might be considered as part of the review. This might
include new issues / transactions that should be addressed, or comments or suggestions in relation to the current requirements.
In addition to stakeholder feedback the review will consider recent developments in financial reporting (such as changes in IFRS)
and relevant developments in the wider reporting framework.
Any changes to accounting standards that are proposed as a result of the periodic review will be subject to public consultation at
a later date, not expected to be before 2022. The effective date for any amendments is currently expected to be 1 January 2024.
Stakeholders can provide comments on any aspect of the standards to ukfrsperiodicreview@frc.org.uk by 31 October 2021.”

ICAEW
IRISH AUDIT REGISTRATION ~ ICAEW REGISTERED AUDIT FIRMS:
ICAEW has advised that it intends to seek the revocation of its Recognised Accountancy Body (RAB) status in Ireland which
is likely to take effect from 1 July 2021. Background to this decision and implications for firms affected by this decision are
summarised as:
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“This has not been an easy decision to take as ICAEW has been a RAB since 1963, but it is the only sensible course of action for
ICAEW now given:
» The diminishing number of ICAEW firms currently on the Irish Audit Register (less than 40 from more than 2,700), the
difficulty of many of those firms in complying with the new eligibility criteria;
» The divergence of regulatory regimes; and
» The increasing demands on ICAEW from the Irish Audit and Accountancy Supervisory Authority (IAASA) which has created a
disproportionate amount of work for ICAEW given the amount of Irish audit work being carried out.
While the precise timetable for this process is being agreed with IAASA, and subject to satisfying all the governance steps
involved, it is likely that our RAB status will end by 30 June 2021.
This means that firms currently registered by ICAEW as statutory auditors in Ireland need to start planning alternative
arrangements to:
» Complete any Irish audits in progress before ICAEW’s RAB status is revoked;
» Hand any Irish audit clients over to a firm that holds Irish registration with another RAB. This could be for example, an Irish
audit firm in your network, or to another, unconnected firm; and
» Apply to hold Irish audit registration with another RAB, [which would be effective once ICAEW’s RAB status is revoked].”
Further information is provided on the ICAEW website for any firm which wishes to retain its registration to undertake statutory
audit work in Ireland and hence would be looking to register with an alternative RAB for this purpose.
Note that, as previously advised for any firm utilising the HAT Audit Manual as tailored for use in Ireland, the final version of
this Manual is aligned with the HAT Audit Manual (January 2019), which applies for accounting periods commencing before 15
December 2019.

PENSIONS
PENSION SCHEMES ACT 2021
The Department for Work and Pensions (“DWP”) has announced that the Pension Schemes Act 2021 has received Royal Assent
and the biggest shake-up of UK pensions for decades is summarised by the DWP as follows:
“The Act will strengthen protections for pension savers by extending the powers of the Pensions Regulator, introducing the
power to issue civil penalties of up to £1 million, alongside three new criminal offences.
A tough new sentence has been created - with a maximum penalty of seven years in prison - for bosses who run pension
schemes into the ground, or plunder pots to line their own pockets. This will deter employers from making reckless decisions
with their defined benefit schemes and strengthen the regulators’ powers to take efficient and timely actions to protect
members’ hard-earned savings.
The introduction of pensions dashboards will hail a digital revolution for savers, creating one single platform to more easily
access and review pension pots. Savers will be able to see how much they can expect each month in retirement and find out
how they can improve their retirement prospects.
The Act ensures pensions play their part in our transition to a net zero future through climate risk reporting and changes to
requirements around pension scheme funding to improve financial sustainability.
The Act also legislates for the creation of a new style of pension scheme - Collective Defined Contributions (CDCs). Developed in
cooperation with trade unions, CDCs have the potential to increase returns for millions, whilst being more sustainable for both
workers and employers.”
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CLIENT MONEY
UPDATED ICAEW GUIDANCE ON SRA ACCOUNTS RULES ASSIGNMENTS:
ICAEW has issued Solicitors Regulation Authority Accounts Rules: Accountant’s Reports for full reporting periods after 25
November 2019 (TECH 01/21 AAF). It includes background to the Accounts Rules, the role of the reporting accountant and
practical implications for reporting accountants, including suggested language for letters of engagement, coupled with examples
of potential further considerations and conclusions on example scenarios that reporting accountants may face.
It replaces:
» Technical Release 03/20 AAF Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) Accounts Rules: guidance for reporting accountants
following the 2019 changes (TECH 03/20 AAF); and
» Technical Release 16/15 AAF Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) Accounts Rules: interim guidance for reporting accountants
following changes to the Accountant’s Report requirements (TECH 16/15 AAF).
HAT has time set aside to review the guidance to ascertain whether any amendments are required to the HAT SRA Accounts
Rules Manual (November 2020).

OTHER TOPICS OF INTEREST
UK PARENT HELD TO OWE DUTY OF CARE FOR ACTIONS OF ITS OVERSEAS SUBSIDIARY
The UK Supreme Court handed down a judgment in a jurisdictional challenge relating to group claims brought against Royal
Dutch Shell Plc (“Shell”) and its Nigerian subsidiary, Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Ltd (“SPDC”).
The claimants brought proceedings in the English courts against Shell and SPDC, alleging environmental damage resulting from
the operations of a joint venture operated by SPDC in Nigeria. The claimants allege that Shell owed them a duty of care which
arose from the significant control it exercised over SPDC’s operations.
The Supreme Court unanimously held that the English courts do have jurisdiction to hear the claims and the case can proceed to
a trial on the merits in the English courts.

DRAFT EU DECISION ON ADEQUACY OF UK DATA PROTECTION
The Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport have announced that the European Union has reached a draft decision
confirming the adequacy of data protection in the UK, which will enable to continued free flow of data between the UK and the
EU. Such data flows are currently subject to a bridging mechanism until 30 June 2021 or the date on which adequacy decisions
come into effect, if sooner, with the UK already having confirmed the adequacy of EU arrangements.
The draft decision will now be shared with the European Data Protection Board for a ‘non-binding opinion’ and then presented
to EU member states for formal approval.

SUBMISSION OF ACCOUNTS TO IATA
The International Air Transport Association (“IATA”) have identified that within their Travel Agents’ Handbook there is an anomaly
which makes it difficult, in all circumstances for all requirements to be met when filing annual accounts with them. The following
are extracts for the update to correct this anomaly, which apply from 1 March 2021:
“Where Accounts are required to be provided, all Agents must provide Audited Accounts.
Notwithstanding the provisions above, sole traders, partnerships and UK registered limited companies, that meet the conditions
for exemption from audit as a small company as defined by the UK Companies Act, may submit Certified Accounts, provided that
the certification is issued by an independent Reporting Accountant.
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To validate the above, Agents must provide a copy of one of the following supporting documents with their Annual Financial
Statements:
» The Auditor / Accountant’s original Practising Certificate, which must not be older than one year from the date of signing of
the audit report to the Accounts; or
» The Annual Receipt for Auditor / Accountant’s membership renewal of the approved Accountancy body; or
» Proof from the Accountancy body’s own online directory showing that the Auditor / Accountant is a member of the approved
Accountancy body and holds its Practising Certificate.”

IMPORTANT NOTE
With regards to the technical articles in this newsletter, every care has been taken by HAT in the preparation of these
articles; HAT does not guarantee the accuracy or veracity of any information or opinions. No responsibility for loss
occasioned to any person, acting or refraining from acting, as a result of material contained within these articles can be
accepted by the editor, HAT, its officers or employees.
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TECHNICAL MEMOS
The following technical memos have been released recently:
REFERENCE

DATE

CONTENT

TM 13/20

30 September 2020

HAT Corporate Audit Manual – January 2020

TM 14/20

30 September 2020

HAT Non-Audit Assignments Manual – January 2020

TM 15/20

30 September 2020

HAT LLP Manual – January 2020

TM 16/20

30 September 2020

HAT Groups Manual – January 2020

TM 17/20

22 October 2020

HAT Compliance Manual – October 2020

TM 18/20

23 November 2020

HAT SRA Accounts Rules Manual – November 2020

TM 01/21

15 February 2021

Terms of Business update

TM 02/21

28 February 2021

HAT Charities Manual – January 2020

TM 03/21

28 February 2021

HAT Pensions Manual – January 2020

TM 04/21

28 February 2021

HAT Not for Profit Manual – January 2020

TM 05/21

28 February 2021

HAT RSHP Manual – October 2020

TM 06/21

24 March 2021

HAT Supplementary Audit Programme – COVID-19

TM 06/21

26 March 2021

Quality Control

All Memos are freely available at https://hatgroup.co.uk/documentstore.php.
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HAT MANUALS
Key elements of our audit and non-audit methodology are available from our partners, CaseWare and MyWorkPapers. However,
all underlying Manuals included in your subscription are available in Word format via the Members Area of www.hatgroup.co.uk.
The tables below summarise our current Manuals.
MANUAL

VERSION RELEVANT FOR PERIODS
COMMENCING PRIOR TO 15
DECEMBER 2019

VERSION RELEVANT FOR PERIODS
COMMENCING ON OR AFTER 15
DECEMBER 2019

Corporate Audit

January 2019

January 2020

Corporate Non-Audit

January 2019

January 2020

Groups

January 2019

January 2020

LLPs

January 2019

January 2020

Charities

January 2019

January 2020

Pension Schemes

January 2019

January 2020

Not for Profit Entities

January 2019

January 2020

Registered Social Housing Providers

January 2019

January 2020

MANUAL

VERSION RELEVANT FOR PERIODS
COMMENCING PRIOR TO 1 JANUARY
2020

VERSION RELEVANT FOR PERIODS
COMMENCING ON OR AFTER 1
JANUARY 2020

FCA Client Assets Reports

January 2016 (10-18 Update)

January 2020

MANUAL

VERSION RELEVANT FOR PERIODS
COMMENCING PRIOR 25 NOVEMBER
2019

VERSION RELEVANT FOR PERIODS
COMMENCING ON OR AFTER 25
NOVEMBER 2019

SRA Accounts Rules

November 2019 (03-20 Update)

November 2020
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MANUAL

RELEVANT FOR ALL CURRENT ACCOUNTING PERIODS

ATOL Assignments

March 2020

Property Agents’ Client Money Assignments

April 2019

Academies

August 2020

HAT Compliance Manual, including:

October 2020

» Annual Compliance Review

January 2018 (03/21 Update)

» Anti-Money Laundering

October 2020

» Audit Procedures

March 2017 (10-20 Update)

» Practice Assurance

March 2017 (10-20 Update)

The Corporate Audit, Corporate Non-Audit, Audit Procedures and Anti-Money Laundering Procedures Manuals have also been
tailored for use in Gibraltar with the same dates as above. Please note, that because of changes to audit registration in Ireland
we have now discontinued our Ireland specific Manuals.
If you have any problem accessing the Manuals or have any questions, please contact us.

MANN OF MOORGATE EXAMPLE WORKING PAPERS
On 4 March, a comprehensively updated version of the Mann of Moorgate example working papers file was issued. This update
incorporates the changes made to the January 2020 Corporate Audit manual and includes new example documentation dealing
with the requirements of ISA (UK) 540 “Auditing Accounting Estimates and Related Disclosures” and ISA (UK) 570 “Going
Concern”.
The updated working papers can be downloaded as a Zip file from within a new folder called “HAT Audit Methodology – An
introduction for new users” on the members’ area of our website. This new folder also includes the details of our new ondemand modular training on how to use the HAT methodology.
Each member firm should have access to the Members’ area. Typically, the account will be in the name of our key contact within
the firm. If you have problems logging in, please email (hat@hatgroup.co.uk).
FORTHCOMING PROJECTS
» Work will be undertaken to ascertain whether any amendments are required to the HAT SRA Accounts Rules Manual following
the release of updated guidance on the conduct of such assignments;
» Work will continue on reviewing the revision to ISA (UK) 315 in order to ascertain how this should be incorporated into
the HAT Audit Methodology. Although this will not apply until December 2022 year ends, conceptually, this is the most
fundamental change to auditing standards in the UK since ISAs were adopted in 2005 and as such, forward preparation is
essential; and
» Work will commence on making “Brexit” amendments to HAT’s suite of Manuals to reflect amendments to company law and
accounting standards which apply for accounting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2021.
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UPCOMING COURSES AND EVENTS
Please see the HAT website www.hatgroup.co.uk for our full range of courses and further details such as pricing. All courses on
the programmes below are currently running remotely and will continue to do so until at least 30 June 2021. Bookings can be
made through any member of the HAT team.
The following courses are scheduled to run online over the next few months:
COURSE

PRESENTER

DATE

AML Compliance: A guide for Senior Management
2.00pm - 4.00pm

Andrew Jarvis

11 May 2021

Introduction to the HAT Audit Methodology*
9:30am – 1pm

Simon Kettlewell

8 June 2021

HAT Quarter 2 Update
9.30am – 11.15am

Andrew Jarvis

10 June 2021

Anti-Money Laundering – Understanding Your Responsibilities
2.00pm – 4.00pm

Andrew Jarvis

10 June 2021

* This course focusses solely on the HAT methodology and therefore is appropriate for all users, irrespective of the platform
in which the methodology is used. However, for individuals who will be using CaseWare, a range of on-demand training and
supporting material is from the Members Area of our website and from CaseWare’s Knowledge Base, covering the functionality
of the software and file navigation. The course is not suitable for staff with little or no audit knowledge, who should attend the
HAT B Course. This course is also available on demand, free of charge for member firms via the members’ area of our website.
Recordings of our live courses will generally be available to purchase for anyone who is unable to attend on the day. Details of
ones currently available and our new specific on demand training courses are provided below.

FORTHCOMING SOCIAL EVENTS
We continue to monitor Government guidance and hope to be able to hold at least one social event in 2021. We will, of course,
keep you updated if this is considered possible.
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2021 CAREER DEVELOPMENT COURSE PROGRAMME
COURSE

DATE / VENUE

SUBJECT

A

9 – 13 August 2021
(Central London or online)

Introduction to Accounting

B

16 – 20 August 2021
(Central London or online)

Introduction to Auditing

AB

24 - 25 June 2021
(Online)

Advanced Accounting

C

14 – 18 June 2021 (Online)
18 – 22 October 2021 (Venue TBC)

Practical Auditing

CA

9 – 10 September 2021
(Venue TBC)

A Practical Introduction to UK GAAP

D

2 – 3 June 2021 Online
4 – 8 October 2021
(Venue TBC)

Becoming an Effective Audit Senior

E

This is not currently scheduled to run in 2021

Becoming an Effective Supervisor

Managers

11 – 12 May 2021
(Online)

Managers Course

Full details of these courses including prices are available here.

HAT RECORDED WEBINARS
In addition to the “live” CPD courses listed above, the following courses are available “on demand”. A recording of the material
can be provided, along with accompanying material, for attendees to watch at their leisure. For any questions or to purchase a
recording please email hat@hatgroup.co.uk or speak to a member of the team.
COURSE

PRESENTER

DURATION

Auditing in 2021: ISA (UK) 540, 570 and 700

Simon Kettlewell

2 hours

Coronavirus Accounting and Audit Implications
This was initially presented as our Q3, 2020 Update

Simon Kettlewell

2 hours

Charities Update for Auditors and Independent Examiners

Andrew Jarvis

2 hours

Introduction to Solicitors Accounts Rules Assignments

Andrew Jarvis

3.5 hours

SRA Accounts Rules Update

Andrew Jarvis

2 hours

AML Compliance: A guide for Senior Management

Andrew Jarvis

2 hours

Audit Planning Workshop

Simon Kettlewell

3 hours

Effective Audit Review

Simon Kettlewell

3 hours
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HAT NEWSLETTER QUIZ
Congratulations to Immi Rust of Scrutton Bland for winning the January quiz. The answers are below:
NO.

QUESTION

1

Where did the Great Fire of London start?

Pudding Lane

2

Which country donates the Trafalgar Square Christmas tree each year
as a thanks for British efforts in WWII?

Norway

3

Where in London did the first Blitz bomb fall?

Fore Street, Barbican

4

How many ravens are there normally in the Tower of London?

Seven

5

Where was London's first international airport?

Croydon

6

Which London Underground station is named after a football team?

Arsenal

7

Which is the oldest remaining palace in London?

Hampton Court Palace

8

How many Premier League teams are in London?

Six (Arsenal, Chelsea, Crystal Palace, Fulham,
Tottenham, West Ham)

9

Where was the original Lord's Cricket Ground, until 1810?

Dorset Square, Marylebone

10

How long is The Boat Race held in London every year on the Thames? Four miles

I am sure that many of us have streamed more TV programmes and films than normal over the past twelve months. This month’s
quiz, for a prize of £100 is therefore on memorable film quotes. Simply name the film the following quotes come from:
NO.

QUESTION

1

“E.T. phone home.”

2

“Just keep swimming.”

3

"It was beauty killed the beast."

4

“Here's Johnny!”

5

“My precious.”

6

“You talking to me?”

7

“All right, Mr. DeMille, I'm ready for my close-up.”

8

“I drink your milkshake. I drink it up!”

9

"Wilson!"

10

"You're a wizard, Harry."

Please e-mail your answers to andrew@hatgroup.co.uk by 5pm on Friday 30 April. Good luck!
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